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The data is in, and it isn’t pretty. The average teen spends around 7 ½ hours per day on his or 
her smartphone. That means over seventeen years of your life could be spent looking at your phone. 
Ouch.  

That data may shock some of us, but I think for the most part we know we are spending an 
excessive amount of time looking, scrolling, liking, posting, browsing, and otherwise wasting a vast 
swath of our lives on our phones. The question then becomes, do we care? Should we? 

Tony Reinke thinks you should, and he lays out his case in his book, 12 Ways Your Phone is 
Changing You. We should listen to him.  

As Christians, one of two things is true: Either God is pleased with our phone usage and will 
bless it, or he sees it as the colossal waste of time that it is and will not bless it. (You probably know 
where I stand on the issue.) Other books, including The Shallows by Nicholas Carr and Irresistible by 
Adam Alter, have proved the dangers from a secular point of view. These devices are rewiring our 
brains, and we are becoming increasingly addicted to their use. What about from the Christian 
perspective? Is it okay that our phone use mirrors that of the world? Tony Reinke lays out the case that 
thoughtlessly adopting the technology of the world is worldliness (37). Eternity, not psychology, is his 
concern (43). That doesn’t make him a Luddite (someone who rejects new technology). He is an early 
adopter of new technology, and throughout the book makes the case that this technology is a gift from 
God and that it can be pressed into the service of our King.  

Although Reinke does not answer the weighty question that has plagued millions of smartphone 
users (is gif said with a hard “g” or a soft “g”?), he compellingly lays out twelve ways our phones are 
changing us. The problem we face is that when we change slowly over time, we don’t recognize the 
change. Typically, we would have someone who loves us speak of word of warning (“Hey, you’re 
different now than you used to be!”), but now we face the situation where almost all of us are changing! 
We are all proverbial frogs in boiling water, not recognizing that the temperature in the water around us 
is slowly increasing.  

So, how does Reinke think we are changing, and should we care?  
Here is a sobering thought: what is on your screen reveals what is in your heart, even (or 

especially) that which takes place under the guise of anonymity (27). So often, what is on our hearts is 
the craving for immediate approval. We post…and wait for the likes to come in. We crave the small 
burst of satisfaction we receive when our post is liked, admired, and congratulated. Our addiction to our 
phones often reveals an addiction to looking at ourselves (110). So many of us have become digital 
Narcissuses—staring into our own shimmering pool (our phone) and in love with what we see. But at 
what cost? Such a desire, Reinke contends, will “kill us spiritually.” Only those who “aim their entire lives 
toward the glory and approval of God will find, in Christ, eternal approval” (77). Examine your phone use 
in this regard—whose approval are you craving throughout the day as you post your selfies and other 
carefully staged images? Be careful lest, like the Pharisees, the burst of gratification you receive from 
those posts proves to be your only reward (Matt. 6:2).  

Your phone allows you to get comfortable with secret vices. Reinke surveyed 8,000 Christians 
and found that almost 50% of professing Christian men freely confessed ongoing pornography use (135). 
Smartphones allow some to “destroy themselves in secret” (136). Here is where getting rid of your 



smartphone may be the calling for some of God’s children. If you struggle with the temptation to 
pornography, or any other “secret” sin (secret is in quotes because, as Reinke points out, we fool 
ourselves with anonymity), removing your eye and hand are called for, which in this case means 
removing your access to the internet. Get rid of it. As Sinclair Ferguson said, “It is better to enter heaven 
having decided to never use the Internet again, rather than going to hell clicking on everything you 
desire” (137). Although the world (and your friends and family) will think you are a freak, Reinke 
comforts with the statement that you will be a “freak” who “believes in 2 Corinthians 4:18, ‘who look 
not to the things that are seen but to the things that are unseen. For the things that are seen are 
transient, but the things that are unseen are eternal’” (89). 

Reinke makes the case that our phones are making us “broadly connected but emotionally 
shallow” (179). Thinking about this made me see a close parallel. We spend many of our waking hours 
on our phones browsing through “odd curiosities” (180) and endlessly swiping through Instagram, 
Facebook, or Twitter. And although you might now be an expert on the upcoming college football 
season, and you now know which Hollywood star is appearing in which godless film, are you really 
entitled to spend your time in this way? What is the cost of this endless stream of meaningless 
information filling your brain? I contend that not only will it make us “emotionally shallow,” but it will 
make us theologically shallow. If we are used to getting our information in 280 characters or less, we are 
not quickly going to sit down and read through the Acts of Synod to study deeply and make a judgment 
about an issue. This will leave us spiritually ignorant, unable to contend for the faith once delivered to 
the saints (Jude 3). And if in our ignorance we still form and express an opinion on the matter, this 
makes us foolish, and not wise (Prov. 1:7; 10:14; 15:7; 18:2). 

Do you think it is glorifying to God or an evidence of your love for him when you spend five, 
seven, or nine hours of each day of your life browsing, posting, liking, uploading, watching, and clicking 
on things with no value, either temporal or eternal? Reinke makes the penetrating statement: we do not 
have “time to kill,” we have time to redeem (180). And if we decide that we just don’t care and will 
persist in wasting our time in this way, perhaps the faith we are not living is no faith at all (James 2:17).  

What about our devotions? When our phone is the first thing we look at in the morning and the 
last thing we look at before bed, odds are good that our devotional life is poor. Reinke quotes Charles 
Spurgeon: “Permit not your minds to be easily distracted, or you will often have your devotion 
destroyed” (128). We must spend time reading, studying, and meditating on God’s word. That short 
devotional that pops up on your phone every morning is good, but it must not replace careful 
meditation on the word of God. The death of God’s people on account of a lack of knowledge is not only 
relegated to generations past (Hos. 4:6).   

Reinke’s reference to C. S. Lewis and the devil’s “Nothing” strategy is worth quoting at length: 
[This] strategy…eventually leaves a man at the end of his life looking back in lament: “I 
now see that I spent most of my life in doing neither what I ought nor what I liked.” This 
“Nothing” strategy is “very strong: strong enough to steal away a man’s best years, not 
in sweet sins, but in a dreary flickering of the mind over it knows not what and knows 
not why, in the gratification of curiosities so feeble that the man is only half aware of 
them…or in the long, dim labyrinth of reveries that have not even lust or ambition to 
give them a relish, but which, once chance association has started them, the creature is 
too weak and fuddled to shake off.” 

Young people, don’t you see that much of the time on your phone is nothing but a “dreary 
flickering”? That it is a mindless, time-wasting swiping of your finger, watching vanity after vanity appear 
and disappear? If you can’t see this in yourself, then put your phone down for just a few minutes and 
watch those around you. It is a depressing sight to see, as young and old, with the glow of the screen 
bathing their faces, waste their time with “nothing.”  



What is the solution? Do we need a new app to help us manage our time? Do your parents need 
to put on stricter controls or show greater concern about your use of your phone (probably, yes)? Even 
that is not the real solution, because you know that you can work around anything they put into place 
and go where you want to go. Where is victory over this temptation to be found?  

The same place all of our salvation is found, Jesus Christ.  
“To put it another way, our battle against the encumbering distractions of this world—
especially the unnecessary distractions of our phones—is a heart war we can wage only 
if our affections are locked firmly on the glory of Christ. The answer to our hyperkinetic 
digital world of diversions is the soul-calming sedative of Christ’s splendor, beheld with 
the mind and enjoyed by the soul. The beauty of Christ calms us and roots our deepest 
longings in eternal hopes that are far beyond what our smartphones can ever hope to 
deliver” (50). 

Does a fear of missing out drive you to your phone over and over again? When you know your 
salvation, you are missing out on nothing. “Therefore, the motto over the allurement of the digital age is 
set in the slightly altered words of the apostle Paul: I count every real deprivation in my life—and every 
feared deprivation in my imagination—as no expense in light of never missing out on the surpassing 
worth of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord for all eternity” (161).  

That carefully crafted image of you on Facebook and Instagram is not the real you. That is not 
your identity. You are in Christ; now believe that and live out of it.  

“All of this forgetting and fragmenting is why we must never stop returning to our 
identity in Christ. In him, the powers of sin have been broken. We are no longer bound 
to obey our eye lust, bound to seek the approval of man, bound to find our relevance in 
viral memes, or addicted to what’s trending on Reddit. My appetite for diversions and 
new daily curiosities has been crucified with Christ, and it is no longer the old me that 
lives online, but Christ living in me, and the life I now live online I live by faith in Christ, 
who loved me so much that he shed his blood for me” (181).  

I encourage you to purchase this book and commit yourself to read it. To disregard the problem, 
and to continue using your phone as usual, might reveal just how significant your problem is: “Our 
bondage to technology is measured by our inability to thoughtfully criticize ourselves” (194).  
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